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Context: two cities and one University

Outskirts of São Paulo (boundary in the North and the East of SP)

Poverty stricken: homeless settlements, houses built from cheap
wood, “tin schools”, cases of fire, 30% of undergraduate students
with no computer or internet services to work from home. 
University usually provides scholarship for food and housing (bolsa 
permanência), but the Federal Government has cut most of the
money for this support.  University redistributed the money
received so as to maintain the support for as long as possible. In 
this period of pandemics, University sought contribution from large
enterprises so as to provide financial support for internet services
and distribute laptops for students in need so that classes can be
delivered, investigations can be carried out.

Guarulhos
São Paulo suburbs (some rather
poor in the Eastern and Northen
regions)
Other smaller towns around
Guarulhos 

Outskirts of São Paulo (towards the West )
Itapevi School in poor neighborhood of
Itapevi, students work and study, but see no 
future for themselves. In the last two years, 
around 6 High School students attempted
suicide     



Larger Context: situating the work
São Paulo, a state in Brazil. 
Brazil 211,750 million
inhabitants; state of SP, 
44,650 million (21%)

São Paulo, a city in the State
of São Paulo + periphery = 
Greater São Paulo

Greater São Paulo (extented
metropolitan área)- 36,316 
million people (81,3%)

Itapevi

Guarulhos

The City of São Paulo



Social-Political Contexts

Sad reality: Coronavirus
enters Brazilian favelas

Social isolation 
measures are not 

enough to face the 
pandemics in favelas 

and informal 
settlements.

The geography of digital 
inequality blatantly
shown by the pandemics



Social-Political Contexts
The State dressed up as 

Death: ownership
repossession and the

pandemics. 

Denial of rights is the most
visible side of the process of
criminalizing the homeless

population (Roofless Workers
Movement) in Brazil

The pandemics in São Paulo 
slum tenements and the
(in)visible deaths that no 
one wants to see. It is
reckless that the pandemics
is being used for new types
of criminalisation, hygienist
actions and to serve real 
estate interests





Highlighting the number of
people cured and hiding the

number of deaths is as ridiculous
as showing the only goal scored
by Brazil and hiding the 7 goals

scored by Germany

Sorry, but football is an
important aspect of Brazil
and an important part of
my life. 



Educational Contexts

• Elementary, mid and high school expansion only began in Brazil
in the late 1960s.

• Educational Law 5692/71

• Educational law 9394/96

• PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment.

• Before and after Labour Party Governments

• Laws of inclusion (2015 – general - and 2016 – for university
entrance – Quota Act) – are schools, teachers, universities
prepared?



Educational Contexts: Exclusion X Inclusion

Inclusion in education: what challenges do we need to face to meet the needs of people with
disabilities? 
Inclusive education has improved in the country, but still faces obstacles such as teacher education
and data access to inform public policies.



Educational Contexts: Exclusion X Inclusion

Between 2014-2018, the number of enrolments of students with specific needs in schools
has increased 33,2% in the country, according to school Census published toda 
(01/31/2019). In the same period, the numbe of students with Specific Needs who are 
enrolled in regular classrooms has increased from 87.1% to 92.1%.  In 2018, the number
reached approimately 1.2 million. 



Educational Contexts: Exclusion X Inclusion

Education and Exclusion in Brazil: 

Our country lives two processes of educational exclusion. The 
first because of access difficulty (or denial) (...). The second
due to the lack of teaching quality. Thousands of children go 
through school without learning. 



Educational Contexts: Exclusion X Inclusion

Research shows inequality and social exclusion in education

Investigation shows worsening in educational
health and social aspects in the first year of
Bolsonaro as presidente.



Take action then: changes from within

UNIFESP GEICS
UNIFESP

Which actions?



(in)equality



Barrier removal



Barriers socially constructed

In an abnormal child, we perceive only the defect, and
therefore, our teachings about these children and our
approaches to them are limited to ascertaining the percentages
of their blindness, deafness (etc). We dwell on the “nuggets” of
illness and not on the “mountains” of health. We notice only
defects which are minuscule in comparison with the colossal
areas of wealth which handicapped children possess
(VYGOTSKY, 1924/1993 p. 68).



It has been assumed that in the presence of biological defects, children develop
“along biological tracks,” and that in their case we may dismiss the laws
determining the social development and formation of a normal child. This
mechanistic notion is unfounded methodologically speaking. From the very outset
we must settle on a position without the conception of which everything else would
remain theoretically groundless. (…) The difficulty in understanding the
development of a mentally retarded child [for example] arises from the fact that
retardation is taken as a thing and not as a process. (…) Nevertheless, from the
viewpoint of dialectics, there couldn’t be a more erroneous and inaccurate
conception than this. Precisely in the process of development, the primary loss,
which appears in the early stage of development, is repeatedly “diminished in
importance” by newly occurring formation (VYGOTSKY, 1931a, p. 124)

And with this, Vygotsky reaffirms something that he says in several texts – that
teaching-learning should focus on the HMF.



Barriers socially constructed

• I2: [...] the work we do is really repetitive, you know? (...)

• I21: No, I don’t think it is only an activity... I mean, it is an activity, but... it
has to be that way, repetitive…. Do you understand? You repeat and repeat
in several different ways and...so that they can really internalize that… that
word, really, learn how it’s written you see? Because I know that they have
learned the sign, but writing is difficult.



Take action then: changes from within

UNIFESP GEICS
UNIFESP

Some examples



Take action then: changes from within

It is self-explanatory that blindness and deafness are
biological factors, and in no way social. The fact of
the matter is that education must cope not so much
with these biological factors as with their social
consequences (VYGOTSKY, 1924b, p. 66)



As Veresov stated in his talk two days ago, obuchenie impels a number of
psychological functions that are in a state of maturation. In other words, for
Vygotsky, if a teaching-learning situation is well organized, it will move a number of
different possibilities of development. (and it will move ahead of development as
Veresov stated). To me, this is, therefore, not a linear activity. It will probably even
be a little messy – if we consider that knowledge production occurs from the
contradictions that arise in dialogues and from the written words that we read. It is
the doubt, and not the certainty, that moves teaching-learning (and development
as a consequence). Therefore, it cannot be linear because the doubt sheds light on
the contradiction, that forces the parties to dialogically review their statements,
moving back and forth in what was actually said, and collaborating (ie., questioning
and negotiating) in the process.

ZPD and Teaching-Learning Processes 



However, teachers receive little or no course
on how to work with students with SEN

Researcher6: Taking into account the changes in educational context and public
policies regarding the process of inclusion and the need for the school to guarantee
learning to all students, can you tell me what you think is the teacher’s role today?

C6: I mean... I try to do something that is close to adapting the curriculum, but I can
see that there is no guidance. We miss something that may help us to understand
what inclusive education is about (…). I need to learn before I can be requested to
do something.

Researcher7: Have you ever had any teacher education regarding inclusive
education that might help you to adapt activities for the students?

C7: No. Never.



NAI

Distribution of book marks and folders about the Nucleus on the day of enrolment



All Four 

• Setember: XVIII Forum in ILCAE, II Coloquium in GEICS, II Coloquium in 
NAI and I Seminar in ISEF : 
• Talks with university lecturers with disabilities, 

• Talks about racism; 

• Talks with researchers and teacher educators about conducting research
during the pandemics;

• Posters by student-researchers; 

• Reports from parents, school teachers; students from elementary schools to 
university levels about working in times of physical isolation 



All Four 

• We are investing all we have on teacher education programs and
projects, and all on a voluntary basis since the professors involved do 
not receive any extra for this work, most students do not have
scholarships. On the contrary, for most events to take place we chip in 
to buy whatever we need, such as the coffee break, the book mark, 
among others. 
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